Vibrational spectroscopy and dynamics of W(CO)6 in solid methane as a probe of lattice properties.
Methane solids present more than one accessible crystalline phase at low temperature at zero pressure. We trap W(CO)6 in CH4 and CD4 matrices between 8 and 35 K to probe the interaction between an impurity and its surrounding molecular solid under various physical conditions. Linear and nonlinear vibrational spectroscopies of W(CO)6 highlight different kinds of interaction and reveal new and remarkable signatures of the phase transition of methane. The structures in the absorption band of the antisymmetric CO stretching mode exhibit a clear modification at the transition between phase II and phase I in CH4 and motional narrowing is observed upon temperature increase. The vibrational dynamics of this mode is probed in stimulated photon echo experiments performed with a femtosecond IR laser. A short component around 10 ps is detected in the population relaxation lifetime in the high temperature phase of solid CH4 (phase I) and disappears at lower temperatures (phase II) where the vibrational lifetime is in the hundreds of ps. The analysis of the nonlinear time-resolved results suggests that the short component comes from a fast energy transfer between the vibrational excitation of the guest and the lattice in specific families of sites. Such fast transfers are observed in the case of W(CO)6 trapped in CD4 because of an energy overlap of the excitation of W(CO)6 and a lattice vibron. In solid CH4, even when these V-V transfers are not efficient, pure dephasing processes due to the molecular nature of the host occur: they are temperature dependent without a clear modification at the phase transition.